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Abstract—Image mosaicking technology, as an image processing technology that can aggregate the information from a
sequence of images, has been used to process large size images.
In this paper, we are trying to apply the mosaicking technology to
nonideal iris recognition study. The proposed algorithm composes
the information from a collection of iris images, and generates a
”composite” image. The experiment includes the partial blinking
iris and subregion of off-angle iris images.
The contribution of this paper is to show the image mosaicking is an effective technology for nonideal iris recognition at the
condition of limited pattern information.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Iris recognition methods have been investigated and developed over the past decade and the most recent implementations have shown very reliable recognition rates. Most of the
previous iris recognition research are focusing on complete
and clean iris images [8], [9], [21]. The image quality could
effectively affect the iris recognition performance. Non-ideal
iris images are defined to be the iris images with the problems
such as acquisition angle, occlusion, pupil dilation, image
blurry and low contrast. Currently, iris recognition system are
trying to face the iris recognition problem for non-ideal iris
recognition.
In occlusion scenarios, the iris pattern is occluded by
eyelashes, eyelids, or other objects in front of the eye [15].
Only a part of the iris pattern could be captured by data
acquisition devices. The literature has shown even with a
partial iris pattern, it is possible to use a portion of iris for
the human identification [10].
Another nonideal iris scenario is off-angle iris. There is an
angle between the eyeball gazing direction and the acquisition
device. Many off-angle iris recognition have been developed
recently. The most well-accepted approach in off-angle iris
recognition is to recover the off-angle iris image and process
it as if it is a frontal view iris image. After carefully estimate
the gaze angle,the projective transformation is used to rotate
the image for certain degree. During the rotation, interpolation
algorithms would compensate the pixels in between. All the
performance results in previous literatures show that as the
off-angle increases, the recognition performance decreases
accordingly. Even with the most sophisticated angle estimation
and correction method, the compensation made by projective
transformation is not actual iris pattern, since the iris pattern
is said to be complete random. The bigger the off-angle is, the
more interpolation compensated, and the more the difference

between corrected iris and the ground truth should not be
ignored.
In this paper we will represent a new methodology to deal
with partial iris recognition and large off-angle iris recognition
with mosaicking techniques. Mosaicking techniques can aggregate the information scattering in each images and compose
a composite image which includes all the information. In the
iris recognition context, The mosaicking techniques can extract
the iris pattern information from a sequence of non-ideal iris
images, and output the composite iris image which should have
the best recognition performance.
There are two parts for our experiment. First part of the
experiment is about mosaicking the partial iris images and test
the iris recognition performance based on the composite image.
Further more, the second part is about selecting the particular
region in the corrected off-angle iris image and compose
subregions to be one image. The consecutive experiment will
evaluate the performance of composite images along with the
comparison with their original images.
Section II will discuss the methodology for both partial iris
and large off-angle iris recognition. Section III will represent
the design and results of the performance experiments
II.

M ETHODOLOGY

Image mosaicking is an active research field in computer
vision [5]. Image mosaicking techniques can take advantage
of a collection of images describing the same subject, align
these images based on the same corresponding feature among
them and then compose them together to be one image. Image
mosaicking has been used in three major research areas: 1)
computer vision and pattern recognition; 2) Medical image
analysis; 3) Remote sensed data processing [5].
A. Part 1: Partial Iris Mosaicking
Our mosaicking algorithm will process the two images at
one time, the first image is the anchor image, the next one is
aligned with the previous image. In other literatures, people
also carefully select the anchor image as the starting point
for mosaicking [6], [7]. In our partial iris experiment, images
were acquired from a video clip frame by frame, which keeps
the images are almost taken in a same condition. In our large
off-angle iris experiment, each mosaicking operation only take
two images. So that, for both experiments we selected the first
image as the anchor image by default.

Fig. 1: Mosaicking work as a component in the whole iris recognition process pipeline. Addition to the conventional iris recognition pipeline,
mosaicking component is added to aggregate the information from each iris pieces. The output of the mosaicking component, composite
images, need go through the segmentation again.The rest of the processing is similar with the ideal front view iris images

Currently, we are using SIFT(Scale Invariant Feature Transformation) [16] as our method to search for the feature
points on images. The alignment is based on matching feature
points. We also use the RANSAC(Random Sample Consensus)
algorithm [11] to select the satisfied matching points to the
later mosaicking.
There are five main stages in the procedure to generate a
mosaicking composite image. The following are the details of
the each step, the examples are from the partial Iris experiment.
The additional details for off-angle iris experiment will be
introduced in the next subsection.
1) Segmentation and Extraction: Before the mosaicking
procedure starts, all partial iris images need to be segmented,
the noise other than iris region need to be removed and the
remain iris region is saved for later process. An accurate
segmentation is critical to later feature points search and
selection. If much noise exists in the pictures, the feature
points search algorithms very likely locate the feature points
on the noise, which is not as consistency as the iris texture .
Therefore, inaccurate segmentation will increase the possibility
to misalign to the other pieces. The segmentation for nonideal iris images in any non-cooperative environment is still
a challenge problem [18] [19]. In this paper, we presume the
segmentation problem is solved. In the partial iris experiments,
we segmented the iris region manually. We will look for an
automatic and reliable segmentation method for the further
research.
2) Searching for Feature Points: The alignment between
images highly depends on the high number of corresponding
feature points. Many feature points search algorithms have
been developed. At the beginning of the project, we tried to
use SIFT [16], SURF(Speeded Up Robust Features) [2], and
Harris corner detector [13] on the iris images. We found the
SIFT suits our images best, especially in the off-angle iris
image.
Scale Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT) was origi-

Fig. 2: Partial iris example from QFIRE blinking iris dataset, a
subset of QFIRE(Qualityface/iris research ensemble) dataset [4] and
its segmentation result processed manually with GIMP(GNU Image
Manipulation Program) [12]

nally developed for object recognition. SIFT locates feature
points by looking for local extreme points. Each feature point
associates a descriptor. The SIFT approach transforms an
image into a large collection of local feature vectors. Those
vectors, making up of local extremes and theirs descriptors, are
invariant to image translation, scaling and rotation [17]. SIFT
is also an alternative approach for iris recognition for the iris
images that were taken in non-cooperative environment [1] [3].
The implementation of SIFT is from the VLFeat open
source library [20]. The output of this SIFT code is a set of
feature points coordination. Our program only need to selects
two points in each piece for the affine alignment. Avoiding
introducing errors into the mosaicking procedure, we setup
some criteria for the feature point selection.
3) Feature Points Selection: In our proposed method, we
only need to two pairs of corresponding feature points for later
processing. The two pairs of matched features on each image
can be seen as two affine vectors. The norm and direction is
the basis we can control to rotate and scale images.
Two feature point selection methods are used to select
the best two pairs of feature points among all the feature

Fig. 3: The alignment between two iris pieces. Each dot on the iris image indicates one feature point. The two lines in the middle indicate
the two pairs of matched feature points were selected for alignment.

points found by SIFT algorithm, Besides the classic RANSAC
scheme [14],we also added our own requirement to select the
feature points. RANSAC scheme is used to robustly estimate
the homography which can filter out a majority of mismatch
feature point pairs. Figure 3 and Figure 4 both show the
matched feature points.

Fig. 4: Feature points selection among two images
The implementation of the RANSAC scheme takes account
of the euclidean distance between two matched feature points,
therefore the result of RANSAC is still a collection of matched
feature points pairs. In that case, we also take account of the
distance of the selected feature points in the same image. An
important observation is if the feature points on the same image
are too close to each other, the little feature points location
error will affect the subsequent alignment. In Figure 4, the
feature points A, A’, B, B’, C and C’ are the feature points that
has been selected by RANSAC. The distance of AB is greater
than AC, while the distance of A’B’ is greater than A’C. We
assume every feature point has the same possibility to get a
slight location error. The location error inevitably induces the
direction difference, and induces the rotation of images. The
angle difference affects less on the long vectors. So we setup
a criterion to ensure the selected feature points on the same
image to be far from each other. In Figure 4, we selection AB
A’B’, instead of AC A’C’ to be matched feature point pairs.
4) Applying Affine Transformation: The following is the
classic affine transformation formula, which usually has four
parameters, tx ty , s, θ.
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is called the transformation
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matrix. It controls the rotation of the second image to align
with the first image. The coefficient s indicates the scaling
of the second image to match the size of first image. In this
equation, the rotation angle θ is the angle that we estimate
based on the feature point information. If the transformation
is in 3D space, the transformation matrix will have three
dimensions. The above four parameters tx ,ty ,s and θ could be
determined by the coordination of the two pairs of matched
feature points. Applying this affine transformation formula
could align the two images. Simply stitch these two images
at the current position.
Here,

5) Applying Image Blending Algorithms: When different
images are stitched together, for many reasons(illumination
condition changes, different pixel contrast), there are differences in the pixel intensities. The effect of image blending
algorithms is to alter those differences. Image blending algorithms are mainly applied on the overlapping region. Since
the iris recognition performance is highly depended on the
quality of the image, in our experiment, we carefully chose
the blending algorithm to adjust the intensities of pixels in
the overlapped images. In Subsection II-B, we present more
details about performance of different blending algorithms.
The intensity of overlapping area can be represented generally
as:
I(x, y) = (1 − w)IA (x, y) + w ∗ IB (x, y);

(1)

In this partial iris recognition experiment, we set the w to
be 0.5. In another word, we average the pixel value when iris
pieces overlapped with each other. Every piece contributes the
same weight to the final composite image.
B. Part 2: Subregion Off-angle Iris Mosaicking
In the off-angle iris recognition, in order to restore the offangle iris image to be frontal view iris image, whatever the
angle estimation method, the projective transformation is still
leveraged to ”correct” or ”rectify” the off-angle iris images.
In that case, a part of angle restored image is ”recreated” or
”reconstructed” by the pixel intensity interpolation introduced

Mosaicking composite images
Original partial images

GAR at 0.1% FAR
68.8%
43.7%

TABLE I: Assuming the 0.1% is the minimum accept rate.
At that point, only 43.7% original images can be recognized,
while 68.8% mosaicked images can be recognized.
(a)

(b)

Figure 5c, and Figure 5d are showing the manually recovered concentric model for partial iris. The synthetic part of
iris region was fulfilled with zero. This composition is for the
convenience in normalization and will not affect the matching
result.

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5: (a) Extracted partial iris pieces; (b) restored synthetic
full iris from partial iris piece; (c) mosaicking composite image
generated by five partial iris pieces; (d) restored the mosaicking
iris.

To evaluate the performance of the mosaicking, we compared the recognition performance between mosaicking composite images and original partial iris image.
The following figure shows the composite mosaicking
images compare to the full iris in second visit. We can see
the histogram of the genuine has been distinguished with
the imposter histogram. And the mosaicking can help to
distinguish the genuine from the imposter.

by projective transformation. The larger the angle off the axis,
the more pixel level compensation introduced by projective
transformation.
Our goal is to select a subregion of the off-angle corrected
images by good qualities, so that the composite image should
include the most reliable and accurate pattern information.
Compared to the partial iris mosaicking, in off-angle iris
mosaicking scenario, we observed the matched feature points
are decreased in the angle restored images, due to the projective transformation. Although with the reduced number of
matched feature points, the mosaicking is still possible with
the high resolution images.
In the off-angle iris mosaicking, we selected the particular
region by applying the weight mask equation 1, where the
selected region will be assigned to be a non-zero value, the
discard region will be assigned to be zero. The details of the
experiment will be presented in Section III.
III.

E XPERIMENT AND E VALUATION

A. Database and partial iris recovery
The partial iris experiment is based on QFIRE blinking
iris dataset [4]. QFIRE dataset contains a range of quality
face and iris images. Blinking iris dataset is a subset of the
occlusions dataset. A clip of video was recorded when the
subject is blinking eyes. We selected the first 20 subjects from
the blinking dataset as the preliminary test. And for each
subject, we filtered out the fully open iris and deliberately
selected those images that have partial open iris. We selected
five partial irises for each subject. To keep the minimum noise,
all the images were manually segmented. The second visit
dataset, which all the original iris and mosaicking iris compare
to, contains 20 subjects for the genuine comparison and 80
subjects for the impostor comparison.

Fig. 7: ROC curve of the mosaicking image compared to
original partial iris.
We also examined the hamming distance value within the
same subject. As an example, Table II shows the hamming
distance value for each iris piece and the corresponding
mosaicking image. These five pieces are the same pictures
shown in Figure 5. The smaller hamming distance indicates
the better matching with the full iris in the second visit.
B. Off-angle Iris Mosaicking
The dataset for off-angle iris experiment is from Oak Ridge
National Laboratory(ORNL). ORNL has collected the iris data
from 50 different subjects. There are 300000 images in the full
dataset. The experiment for off-angle iris mosaicking is based
on a subset of ORNL dataset, which is released by ORNL for
research and experiment purpose.
There are two categories of the off-angle images in ORNL
off-angle dataset : static off-angle images and continuous off-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6: a)Histogram distribution for original partial iris comparing to the gallery images; b) Histogram distribution for composite
iris images comparing to the gallery images. As each composite images are generated from five original partial iris images, the
comparison of composite images only has one fifth of the comparisons than the original partial iris images.

Iris
Partial Iris 1
Partial Iris 2
Partial Iris 3
Partial Iris 4
Partial Iris 5
Composite mosaicking image

Hamming Distance
0.4112
0.3890
0.3496
0.4171
0.4367
0.3222

TABLE II: Hamming distance comparisons between multiple
partial irises and their composite images. Partial Iris 1-5
belongs to one subject. The composite image is generated
by composing all above five partial iris images. The final
composite image has the lowest hamming distance score than
the other partial iris images, which shows the highest similarity
with the gallery image.

(a) Left 30◦ gazing

(b) Left 30◦ angle corrected

(c) Right 30◦ gazing

(d) Right 30◦ angle corrected

angle images. The dataset we used is the continuous off-angle
iris dataset, which includes 50 subjects. Each subjects has two
eyes. We treat each eye as a different subject, Each eye has
20 images representing the off-angle iris images taken from
−50◦ and 50◦ in angle. In that case, it is approximately 5◦
difference between two images in sequence.
To continually capture off-angle data, subject was asked
to put the chin and the chin rest preventing from the head
movement. The camera is placed on a moving arm 50cm from
the subject and can be rotated from −50◦ and 50◦ in angle at
a steady speed or in steps.
We selected two off-angle iris images from left and right
out of 20 images. The example of original off-angle images
and the its angle corrected images are shown in the Figure 8,
The selection of the subregion was implemented by applying a particular set of weight masks. To evaluate the affect
of the weight mask applied on the off-angle iris mosaicking.
In the experiment, the weight mask is used in pairs. The
first weight mask is 1:1:0:0, which selected the right side of

Fig. 8: The original 30 degree off-angle iris images and their
angle corrected images.

left gazing iris image. For the left side of the right gazing
iris image, the weight mask is 0:0:1:1. This pair of weight
mask directly stitches two sides of iris angle corrected images
without the pixel intensities mixture. The other two sets of
weight mask are set to test whether certain degree of intensity
mixture will affect the performance. The other two weight

masks for the image blending: 1:0.75:0.25:0, 0:0.25:0.75:1 and
1:0.6:0.4:0, 0:0.4:0.6:1.

(a) 1:1:0:0

(b) 1:0.75:0.25:0

(c) 1:0.6:0.4:0

Fig. 9: Off-angle iris mosaicking with different weight mask

region, the composite image can be generated by mosaicking
those subregions. The composite images has significantly performance improvement compared to the original images.
Possible extensions to the work presented include:1)A new
measurement to indicate how much distortion has been made
during the projective transformation. The new measurement
can give subregion selection a qualitative basis to select the
good quality area. 2) The extensive experiment for large offangle iris mosaicking is worthwhile to investigate. For the large
off-angle iris, usually over 30◦ , may introduce over distortion
in the projective transformation. Only a small part of the real
iris patten is recovered.
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